In tribute to the complete nonoverlap between the Best Picture and Best Actress nominees this year, I present this additional cryptic. Here too, many of the Down answers must be altered before being entered in the grid, in one of the five ways described by the long Down entries in the previous cryptic. However, there are also five Down answers that will be entered unaltered, all of which fit into a certain category; the clues for these entries contain no definition part, just the cryptic part.

The title of this puzzle consists of the omitted sixth and third words of the quotation from the previous cryptic. On the sides of the grid you will find a description of an individual to whom this remark was addressed. Also, although the Across answers will be entered into the grid unaltered, every Across clue contains an extraneous letter that must be removed before solving; these letters, in clue order, will give the reply made to this remark.

### ACROSS
1. Victor's achievement is getting one carat (4)
5. British brant, lacking power, is an edgy thing? (4)
8. Line that's bent backwards by tailless kind of lobster (4)
12. Insulted at noir being broadcast (2-3)
13. Parish resident's mine is wrapped in chamois (1 3)
14. Flower ladies around aisle marry at last (4)
15. Copies, "By noon, Moet is drunk" (6)
17. Data sender and receiver's metiers receiving a tribute (5)
18. Moab's era confused author Bierce (7)
19. Email-writer's embarrassment about not using Tamil (6)
20. Trotter mentioned part of a church (4)
22. Clotho's attackers will let fly a hundred witticisms (4)
24. Flood stores with 500 Yale students (5)
26. Dis a hunter's eulogy when it is recited (5)
30. Tend to block associate, in a way (5)
32. "Thee" is not part of laconic Scot's language (4)
34. My runes aren't held in high esteem (4)
35. Encouraged and importuned to bed short bishop (5)
36. No one ate Lorraine's "banquet," for example (4)
37. Furniture from feast's being destroyed (5)
40. 504,500 around Enid of course plummeted (5)
41. Wicked lines about little author named Havelock (5)
43. Appeal of swill Uri exports (4)
45. You and I have tot produce cloth to fill your ears (2'2)
47. Want to have Toni double-wrapped in mesh (6)
50. Lunatic bans road obstruction made of rock particles (7)
52. Debuts of the Riddler and irksome Lana Lang (5)
53. Orange is enthralling Kilmer's competitors (6)
54. Sponsorship by the leader of fearless soldiers (4)
55. Tool sticks Ian, reportedly (4)
56. Sources of metal backing that protects Volvo's stop-controlling mechanism (5)
57. Nerdy tone exhibited by Penny or Kay (4)
58. Subject oaf will put into speech, always poetically (4)
59. Unusual need for a good sport (4)

### DOWN
1. **See instructions**
2. Hatred of a game that involves taking away cups
3. Fix blue side of a doorway
4. Waits to embrace rabbi and newlyweds
5. Bribe was going, ultimately, to a singer
6. Outspoken prostitutes' customers will be Stewart and Bon Jovi
7. Dug out fabric rolls
8. Ornately gilds red cooking surfaces
9. Bundle up New England whalebone
10. **See instructions**
11. They duplicate 150 unique individuals
12. See blue get bluer
13. Plant-eater avoids nuts, at first
14. Water-cleaving projections of 1000 fish
15. Notes the Invisible Girl has Kleenexes
16. Radius is initially set
17. Piece of wood the Italian tossed
18. Doe-eyed female taking up with Casanova
19. Lariat gets tied in a knot
20. Tilt his roofless conical tents
21. Mr. Quaid was immoral, upsettingly
22. Drags headless cetaceans
23. Copy a fool
24. Worth five per stick, but not a thousand
25. Old test for college students is a monster